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about the piece...
"Hok Pwah" is a 20 minute piece intended for live performance. It is for 2 soloists (voice and
percussion) with live electronics. The two main ideas behind the piece are: 1) to extend the role of
the duet, giving the two soloists an extremely large instrumental and timbral range nonetheless
based on (or controlled by) on their instrumental technique, 2) to explore the possibilities of
working with electronically (live) processed text.
Expanding the timbral range involves combining the instruments' acoustic sounds with similarly
behaved electronic sounds, which tend to fuse with the former. The computer runs software which
coordinates the following: 1) real-time audio signal analysis, 2) signal processing of the soloists, 3)
"complementary" synthesis, which is meant to mix with the instruments' natural timbres, and (4)
realtime sampling (recording and playback). Specialized interfaces incorporating envelope/pitch and
spectrum followers are linked to audio signal processors, samplers and highly controllable sound
generators, thus providing the players with direct control over the electronics based on their
"natural" playing technique. In the case of the singer, spoken and sung text or articulations such as
trills, staccato, accents, slurs, etc... are analyzed and recognized by the computer. From this
analysis, various control signals are derived, which control the synthesizers, samplers and signal
processors. Outside of their normal musical role, these articulations, sung by the soloist, makeup
the interface, through which the singer may control the electronics. Thus the singer, through what
and how she sings, can have subtle (expressive) control of the electronics based on her instrumental
technique. The electronics include sound generation and processing gear which is "patched" or
programmed to be extremely sensitive to continuous control. These patches are built and tuned
around the particular kinds of control signals coming from the players. This approach compares in
certain ways to instrument building, and is a vital part of the piece.
The text in the piece (the singer's voice) is modified with the aid of special analysis and signal
treatment software written in MAX, a music programming language. Using articulation recognition
and rich signal processing/synthesis configurations, various elements of the text (syllables, inflection
etc..) can be treated or "colored" in specific ways. In this way, the text serves not only as a text in
the usual sense, but in addition, the text serves to control the electronic treatment of itself (for
example, the first syllable "Vic" of the word "Victor" could be used to trigger the addition of some
reverb to the singer's voice-text while the second syllable "tor" could trigger the attenuation the
reverb etc...). The texts for the piece are chosen based on their structural (phonetic) properties and
onomatopoetic tendencies, both of which can be accentuated or brought out by the singer and
electronics. Imbedded in the text are many elements which are brought to the surface during
performance.
The main technical components of the piece are briefly outlined below:
1) interface for soloists:
•high level signal analysis (articulation recognition etc..) for the voice
•contact microphone->MIDI for acoustic percussion instruments
•MIDI sustain pedal for each player
2) a software environment (written in MAX) providing real-time:
•signal generation (FM and synthesis)
•sampling (recording and playback)
•signal processing (harmonization, reverb etc...)
•signal analysis (FFT, Pitch and envelope following) for the voice
•automated mixing and signal routing
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concert information for the piece Hok Pwah
duration:
19 minutes
instrumentation:
1 percussionist <optional>
1 singer (soprano or mezzo soprano)
total installation time:
60 minutes
on-stage space requirements:
15' X 15' or larger
technical space requirements:
1 table 24" X 48" next to the main concert hall mixer
rehearsal preferences:
2 two hour rehearsals in the concert space not including the general rehearsal
equipment:
supplied by the composer:
1 Roland PM16 percussion->MIDI interface (with contact mics)
supplied by the concert producer or composer:
electronic gear :
1 powerful laptop or desktop computer running OS X, with stereo audio I/O
1 simple MIDI interface
6 dynamic cardioid microphones - Shure sm57 or similar*
1 mixer with 5 mic. inputs with a stereo out*
1 MIDI controller with 2 sustain pedals (Yamaha MCS2 for example)

cables:
1 long MIDI cable from stage to computer
2 fifteen foot MIDI cables
2 audio cables from mic mixer to computer audio input
2 audio cables from computer audio output
supplied by the concert producer: or percussionist
percussion instruments :
1 30" tamtam
5 temple blocks (wood blocks from big to small can be used)
3 woodblocks (from big to small)
2 bongos (7 and 10 inch)
3 Japanese temple bowls from big to small (fire-alarm bells can be substituted)
1 darabuka or similar drum
1 large bass drum
2 bells (or crotales)
1 shaker
1 clay vase with hole in side <optional>
1 djembe <optional>
*these items can be provided by the composer if necessary
Note: for SOLO version of the piece, NO percussion equipment is needed, and only one microphone with small mixer is
required.
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